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DVD Review - Goth Kill
Directed by JJ Connelly
Wide Eye

A close-knitted bunch who have always been blasted by mainstream society for their dark cultural underworld,
NYC’s Fetish scene (and worldwide for that matter) have always had family ties with the devil, or so normal
people think. Satan does rear his ugly head though, as director/writer JJ Connelly delivers a story about a troupe
of local NYC heroes including Flambeaux, whose  plot involves reincarnation, goth kids killing goth adults and
lots of fake blood. Without a doubt; people in the genre will be more than satisfied.

Unfortunately, Flambeaux should not have ventured forth into the realms of acting,  nor should  Fuse TV’s
“Web-Celeb”  Mistress Juliya , who also makes an appearance to sweeten the deal. But if you buy this DVD
knowing that nobody can act and  knowing that it’s a B-movie script, it makes it a little easier to enjoy. Not all 
bad though, fetish enthusiasts alike will certainly enjoy the deep, dark, dungeon settings.

Coffin-shaped flasks of poison, severed penises and B-cup breasts are scattered through out and as if the letter
“B” could not appear again in this review the “B” ackground music is not scary enough to get you through the last
30 min. Nail biting for all the wrong reasons, it’s still a devily delicious DVD to have in your collection when you
have nothing else to watch.
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